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treasures in the Western world: 

portraits by Leonardo da Vinci. Like etherized 

patients on an operating table, two women 

painted 500 years ago and 15 years apart lay 

side by side for the first time-the National Gal

lery's own exquisite "Ginevra de' Benci" next to 

the incomparable "Portrait of a Lady With an 

Ermine (Cecilia Gallerani)," lent by the Czarto

ryski Museum in Krakow, Poland, for the exhibit 

"Circa 1492: Art in the Age of Exploration." 

David Bull, the Gallery's chairman of painting 

conservation, motioned to his workbench and 

beamed. "There are the girls," he said, and then 

quickly set to work with his stereomicroscope. 

Here in back rooms of the Gallery's West Build

ing, not far from schoolchildren ogling Old 

Masters and art students sketching John Singer 

Sargents, science meets art history, and art 

history is often rewritten as a result. With only 

five days before the Poles' Leonardo would be 

returned, Bull had no time for idle admiration. 

most naive, her eyes lacking 

depth, her full face almost too round, too simply 

portrayed. But in rendering the "Lady's" eyes, 

her sideways glance, her delicate face and hand, 

Leonardo seems almost to have started with her 

skeleton, adding t1esh and clothes only after he 

understood how she was put together, body and 

soul. Looking up from the microscope, Bull 

grinned like a schoolboy. "You know, I've been 

dying to do this." 

In his 34-year conservation career, the Brit

ish-born Bull has cleaned, restored and exam

ined paintings by Bellini, Titian, Raphael, Rem

brandt, van Gogh, Cezanne, Manet, Monet, Pi

casso and countless other masters. He is loath 

to admit it, but now it's hard for him to get ex

cited about working on, say, a lesser School of 

Rubens. But two Leonardos at once! In the rar

efied world of art masterpieces such a moment 

is without compare, and Bull's blenci of scholar

ship, technical brilliance and diplomatic 

David Bull had two weeks to learn than 

The "Lady With an Ermine" had her secrets, and 

Bull intended to learn them. 

Peering into one of her eyes at 50 times mag

nification and comparing it to those of "Ginevra," 

painted 15 years earlier, Bull called over Janusz 

Walek, the Czartoryski curator who would ac

company the painting home. "Imagine all the 

drawings and studies Leonardo had done in 

those 15 years," Bull marveled, 

BY DA N IEL GLICK 

aplomb-disparate skills "which the good Lord 

doesn't deal out to very many humans," says 

Gallery Director J. Carter Brown-had merged 

perfectly to create it. 

Though they didn't trumpet the fact, Polish art 

restorers have known since at least the 1950s 

that the background of their prized portrait had 

been repainted darker than the original; it is now 

black, but microscopic examina
Enhanced detail ofseeming to approach a state very tion reveals small patches of a 

.. Portrait of a Lady With an 

close to bliss. Here was evidence Ermine (Cecilia Gallerani)." tantalizing blue-gray around the 
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figure, evidence that some early Lisa." But Leonardo's painting out
restorer had painted cautiously put was extremely small. There is 
around it. The portrait, though some doubt about the exact total, 
beautiful beyond words, seems set but scholars tend to agree that out 
on a flat poster-a black shroud of perhaps 20 Leonardo paintings, 
devoid of depth, especially com only about a dozen undisputed orig
pared with the detailed landscapes inals remain, and several of those 
behind "Ginevra" and Leonardo's are unfinished. Only three of the 
best-known portrait, "Mona Lisa." finished ones are female portraits: 
Polish conservators had postulated "Mona Lisa," a painting of a woman 
a window or some other source of known as La Gioconda, is in the 
natural light in the original back Louvre. The National Gallery has 
ground of the "Lady." But no one "Ginevra de ' Bend," the only 
knew when the overpainting was Leonardo painting in North Amer
done, or why. And virtually nobody ica. And th Poles have "Cecilia 
would address the ultimate ques Gallerani." 

tion: Could the painting be restored 
 "Cecilia" had been subjected to 
to its original, luminescent state? many indignities since she emerged 

from Leonardo's Milan studio about 
THE "LADY," OR "CECILIA" (PRO 1491. For starters, Isabella d'Este, 
nounced Che-CHEEL-y-a), as Bull marchioness of Mantua, asked Ce
calls the portrait, is almost certain cilia Gallerani to lend her the por
ly a likeness of Cecilia Gallerani, trait. The favor required sending 
the mistress of Ludovico Sforza, the painting some 100 miles on 
ruler of Poland from 1481 to 1499. horseback, but the nouvellp am vee 
Bull was not alone in his admiration Gallerani was in no position to 
of her; "Portrait of a Lady With an refuse. Bull and Walek shudder at 
Ermine" was on everybody's A-list the thought of "Cecilia," probably 
for the epic "1492" exhibition, wrapped in cloth and leather, 
which involved finagling the loan of strapped to a flapping saddle by a 
about 600 of the world's most trea rider eager to par take at the local 
sured objects from 33 countries. taverns en route. 

The central idea of "1492" was to 
 Very little is known about her 
collect art from around the world at travels after that until she was ac
the crucial epoch when the world quired by Polish Prince Adam ]erzy 
was discovering itself. Leonardo Czartoryski around 1800. She then 
not only painted "Cecilia" when bounced around Europe-to Paris 
Columbus was en route, but also during the Russian invasion of 
pressed the known limits of his 1830, to Krakow for tb opening of 
craft at the time. The delicate play the Czartoryski Museum in 1876, 
of light and shadow, his technical and on to Dre-den during World 
mastery in rendering a psycholog War II-before she was stolen by 
ical portrait, the innovative three the Nazis. She was recovered in 
quarters twisted pose, and the re 1945 from a hunting villa in Bavar
markable port rayal of the lifelike ia, and in 1952 went to Warsaw as 
ermine (which Bull mischievously part of a government ar central
calls "the weasel")-all these com ization plan, but was returned to 
bine as a paradigm for the emer Krakow in 1955. Last September, 
gence of science, art and enlight she was transferred to the newly 
ment of the High Renaissance. formed Czartoryski Foundation, 

But "Cecilia" was a virtual re which established Krakow as her 
cluse. She'd left Poland only once rightful, permanent home. 
since World War 11, and the Poles "Now it's like this Leonardo i 
were not eager to let her go again. something handed to us from God," 
"She was probably the single most says Bull. 
difficult work to obtain," says Ital
ian Renaissance painting curator 
David Alan Brown, one of four Gal
lery officials who traveled to Poland 
during the negotiations. 

The Poles had their reasons to 
be concerned about "Cecilia" leaving the 
country. Her condition was thought to be 
frail. There were worries-unfounded, it 
turned out-that survivors of the Czar
toryski family might exert some claim on 
her once she was abroad. Mostly, it was 

A photomontage pieced together from dozens of 

small photos taken with infrared reflectogra phy 

helped uncover the fact that Leonardo da Vinci used 

a drawing of "Cecilia" as the basis for his portrait. 

the sheer preciousness of their national 
treasure. 

When the average aficionado thinks of 
great artists, Leonardo invariably is near 
the top of the list, thanks to the totemic 
status of "The Last Supper" and "Mona 

BULL MAINTAINS AN IMPLACABLY 
British demeanor, but spent just 
enough years in Malibu (he was 
head of painting onservation for 
the J. Paul Getty Museum) to grow 

fond of mid-winter suntans. After living in 
th Sta tes for ne r1y 14 years, he finds 
Washington- where both Europe and 
California are equally accessible- a com
fortable milieu. He defines dapper per
fectly-well dressed but not flashy. po-
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lite, gracious, ingratiating. His good looks 
are holding strong; one would barely pick 
him as a man pushing 50, much less one 
who turned 58 this month. His George
town home, where he lives with his sec
ond wife, fellow conservator Teresa 
Longyear, is impeccably decorated with 
his own "modest" collection. He and 
Longyear work on freelance restoration 
projects in an upstairs studio. 

He grew up in Bristol, son of a banker 
and a housewife, a "precocious little brat" 
who hand-painted his own 144-piece mah
jongg set-and "loathed" museums. He 
enrolled in art school at the University of 
Bristol, where the prodigious talent of a 
friend made him realize that he himself 
was not a great talent. "I knew then I 
didn't want to paint," Bull recalls. "I would 
always be just a mediocre painter." 

His older brother, John , had found 
work at the city art gallery restoring 
paintings, and when John left to go to the 
Tate Gallery in London, Bull took his 
place. After a few years, he had the tem
erity to call the National Gallery in Lon
don for a job and, to his sur
prise, was granted an inter
view. "I was shown what was 
at that time my favorite 
painting in the world, which 
was 'The Battle of San Ro
mano,' by Uccello," Bull says. 
When the chief restorer told 
Bull he would work on the 
painting if he accepted the 
job, "I thought the heavens 
had opened up." He took 
what he laughingly calls an 
"Irishman's rise"-his salary 
di pped fr om 11 to nine 
pounds a week-and moved 
with his first wife and two 
children (he ultimately had 
five, all from his first mar
riage) to the capital. 

In those lean years, Bull 
did some freelance painting 
restoration in the evenings, 
setting up in the bedroom of 
their small flat and working 
on the edge of the bed while 
his wife slept. His first big 
break turned into the most 
embarrassing mistake he will 
admit publi cly. Thomas 
Agnew and Sons, one of the 
biggest dealers in London, 
asked Bull to restore a strik
ing 17th-century Flemish 
painting on copper. It was 
hot the day he returned the 
paint ing, and pieces of the 
tissue paper wrapping stuck 
to the varnish-a fact he 
learned as he unveiled it on 
one of Agnew and Sons' 
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plush velvet easels. Blushing madly, Bull 
apologized and took the painting back 
home. Removing the tissue paper was not 
a difficult operation, but his troubles 
weren't over: On his way to return the 
painting a second time, he dropped it on 
the sidewalk right outside Agnew's front 
door, bending the copper. 

"It just went 'doimlgg, ' on the corner," 
Bull says, still shuddering, some 30 years 
later, at the memory of that desperate 
moment. "Thank God I hadn't told them I 
was coming. I repaired it, and never told 
them of my awful crime. But I learned to 
be very, very careful." 

Bull moved from the National Gallery 
of Art in London to private practice, then 
to the Norton Simon and Getty museums 
in California before joining the National 
Gallery staff in 1984. He has arranged to 
work only nine months a year at the Gal
lery, leaving time to consult and do pri
vate work for individuals and museums. 

He has a reverence for great paintings 
that others reserve for religion. "You ar
rive at another plane when you're with 

The National Gallery 's David Bull, left, and Sydney J. Freedberg, right, with Janusz Walek of the Czartoryski 

Museum, examine the two Leonardo portraits, "Cecilia ," in foreground. and "Ginevra de ' Benci." 

something so exquisite," he says. "You 
wonder that a human being could have 
achieved it." His avowed goa/ is to "try to 
bring back a painting to what the painter 
intended," his mission to preserve such 
works for posterity. "Our worlds slide 
past these great paintings, which go well 
beyond our lifetimes," he says. "Our deep 
responsibility is to look after them while 
we're here." 

Looking after them often requires re
pairing the damage done, not by the rav
ages of time but by the hand of man. 
"More damage has been done to paintings 
by human beings than by anything else," 
he says. 

A case in point: "The Feast of the 
Gods," a Renaissance-era masterpiece 
that's part of the Gallery's permanent 
collection. The work was originally 
painted by Giovanni Bellini in 1514. His
torians had known for some time that Ti
tian, Bellini's successor as Italy's preem
inent artist, had repainted much of the 
background landscape some 15 years lat
er, but it was unclear why. Adding to the 
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mystery was some indication that yet a 
third hand had been at work. 

"The Feast" provided a perfect chance 
for Bull to uuleash his high-tech arsenal. 
Comparisons of detailed X-radiographs 
and infrared reflectography illuminated 
the alteratious. Bull could see evidence of 
each overpainting, clear to the penti
mento, or underdrawing, of Bellini's orig
inal background. He removed dozens of 
minute specks of paint and viewed the 
magnified cross sections for more clues. 
He analyzed the pigments using gas chro
matography and mass spectrometry, dis
covering such information as the common 
additives of walnut oil and egg that, mad
deningly, all three painters might have 
used. He also compared technical studies 
of other paintings by Titian and Bellini 
and another lesser court artist, Dosso 
Dossi, to confirm similar brushwork and 
paint choices. 

After a painstaking four-year investi
gation, his conclusion was announced in 
January 1990: Dossi had first painted 
over the original landscape. Displeased 
with the inferior work. the owner com
missioned Titian to repaint the "Feast" for 
a second time. 

Bull was worried about what he could 
possibly do for an encore. The Metropol
itan Museum of Art's great (and cantan
kerous) chief of painting conservation, 
John Brealey, had visited during the work 
and paid Bull a characteristic back-handed 
compliment. "When you finish this ." 
Brealey remarked. "you might as well kill 
yourself." 

That prospect was unappealing, so Bull 
turned to the task of cleaning "Ginevra," a 
two-month process that revealed previ
ously unknown aspects of Leonardo's 
work habits. notably his use of prelimi
nary underdrawings. Studying the Polish 
Leonardo seemed a logical next step. 

NOBODY THOUGHT IT WOULD BE EASY 
to get the Poles to lend "Cecilia." Her only 
postwar foreign trip had been to a 1972 
Moscow exhibition, back when the Sovi
ets regularly made the Poles offers they 
couldn't refuse. Carter Brown went to 
Poland to pave the way for the loan more 
than two years ago, meeting with succes
sive ministers of culture and even the 
foreign minister. Back in Washington, he 
pressed national security adviser Brent 
Scowcroft for help when they were 
seated next to each other at a White 
House dinner. He chatted up Secretary of 
State James Baker at another affair. By 
the time President Lech Walesa visited 
Washington in March 1991. the wheels 
had been greased. Walesa publicly prom
ised President Bush that Poland's 
Leonardo would come to Washington. 

Back in Krakow, museum officials were 
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difference between 

a surgeon and a 

conseroatorP' Answer: 

?1 surgeon can 

bury his mistakes.' 

furious. The director of the National Mu
seum, which oversees the Czartoryski, 
offered his resignation in protest. A na
tional debate ensued. Museum officials 
didn't like decisions such as this being 
made by politicians, and quickly objected 
on the grounds that the health of the "La
dy" was in question. 

Brown had already dispatched Bull to 
Krakow to determine if "Cecilia" was in
deed disposed to travel. Through a Vien
na-based Polish art historian and publish
er he knew, Bull set up an "unofficial" 
visit to examine the painting. When he 
arrived, everybody knew what he was up 
to- Czartoryski officials even had taken 
the portrait off the wall so he could look 
at it-but no mention was made of the 
potential loan. Bull spent four hours ex
amining "Cecilia" with a magnifying glass, 
even pointing out one of Leonardo's fin
gerprints to the stunned curators, who 
had never noticed it. The time came to 
tell the edgy observers what he thought. 
"Personally. I would never let her leave 
my sight for a minute," he told the offi
cials in a conspiratorial whisper. "But as a 
representative of the National Gallery, I 
must report she is in excellent condition 
to travel." 

The negotiations went down to the 
wire. In June, with catalogue deadlines 
looming and the "1492" opening only four 
months away, Brown went back to Poland 
and pulled out all the stops. He reminded 

the Poles that after the war his father had 
been part of a U.S.-Polish team that had 
reclaimed several Polish art treasures 
from the Germans, notably the beloved 
altar piece of the St. Mary Church in 
Krakow. And he offered to lend the Poles 
something in return. 

"Needless to say, one of the first things 
that came up was our Leonardo," says 
Brown. But the Gallery's lady was in no 
condition to tour Eastern Europe, the 
result of a botched early restoration that 
left two long cracks on the face of "Gi
nevra." "All I had to do is send them the 
X-rays, and when they saw them they 
immediately agreed that it shouldn't trav
el," says Brown. 

After more high-level pleading and bar
gaining, the deal was finally struck. The 
Leonardo would come to Washington for 
three months, the Poles would get El 
Greco's "Laocoon" in the spring, and Bull 
would have a week on either side of the 
exhibition to examine "Portrait of a Lady 
With an Ermine." 

Bull flew to Krakow a second time to 
escort the painting back for the show, 
hailing a taxi to the Czartoryski Museum 
at 4:30 in the morning. The suspicious 
taxi dr,iver said the museum wasn't open 
yet. Bull said he still wanted to go 
there. The driver asked BuH where he 
was from. "London," Bull replied. Then 
the driver began a diatribe about how 
Polish officials never should have agreed 
to let "Cecilia" go, and Bull began to 
worry. Was this the right way to the 
Czartoryski? Finally, the driver pulled up 
to the museum and a flurry of activity
police cars, official vehicles, militia. He 
looked at Bull, then at the scene outside, 
and said, simply, "Aha!" 

After a five-hour drive to the Warsaw 
airport, one last impediment awaited. The 
chief Pan Am steward would not let Bull 
and his two Polish colleagues take "Ce
cilia" on the plane in her oversized car
rying case. Bull, who had once talked two 
paintings onto the Concorde, was un
daunted. He asked to see the chief pilot 
and decided to break with protocol, which 
demanded for security reasons that he 
not reveal the nature of his cargo. After 
the pilot was informed that his would-be 
passenger was the esteemed "Cecilia Gal
lerani," the entourage made its way to 
Washington withol!lt incident. 

ON THE DAY THE LADIES MET, REM
brandt's 1659 self-portrait and a fabulous 
panel by Jan van Eyck, "The Annuncia
tion," also awaited Bull's ministrations in 
the conservation studio. This is where 
Bull and a conservation staff of 32 spend 
their time and $2.2 million a year, about 4 
percent of the Gallery's operating budget. 

continued on page 28 



LEONARDO 
cotltillued from page 20 

Rolling track lights fit for an operating 
theater hang from the ceiling, illuminating 
the most advanced high-tech equipment 
along with the most ordinary-and del
icate-of artists' tools. Here are cameras 
and microscopes that create X-radio
graphs and infrared reflectographs; there 
rows of solvent and varnish, palettes of 
paint and tables scattered with cotton 
swabs and fine brushes made from the 
tips of wild kolinsky sable tails. 

Conservation was once regarded as a 
dark art practiced by mostly unscrupulous 
sorts who were not always forthright 
about what was their work and what was 
originaL Science and art still 
have an uneasy relationship-an 
awkward marriage of curators 
and chemists, technophobes and 
technicians. Their best-known 
successes are forgery discover
ies, such as the alleged painting 
by Vermeer that unmasked the 
notorious counterfeiter Han van 
Meegeren because he had used 
Prussian blue, which didn't exist 
until 33 years after Vermeer 
died. But many of the most pub
licized conservation efforts are 
those perceived to be fiascoes. 
The cleaning of Michelangelo's 
ceiling in the Sistine Chapel, for 
example, created an enormous 
uproar, though Bull, who was 
part of an unofficial team hired 
by a private foundation to view 
the work in progress, calls the 
criticism "ill-informed." 

But scientific investigation 
can yield results that archives 
and original source materials 
can't. How did a painter prepare 
his canvas? Did a master turn over some 
of his work to an apprentice? Did the art
ist change his mind? "The craft today is so 
different from when Bernard Berenson 
[perhaps the first great American art his
torian] was crawling around with a flash
light saying, 'Looks like a Bellini to me,' " 
says Bull. "People were making judg
ments about a painting when they'd not 
been looking actually at the paint of the 
painter, they'd been looking at something 
that was done later. Now we have a great 
number of techniques for looking below 
the surface, long before we ever touch 
that painting." 

Before touching any painting, conser
vators-Americans also use the term 
restorers-must know about the mate
rials and methods of the artist. They must 
know that barium yellow and white 
weren't used until the first decade of the 
19th century, that earth colors from Si
ena are different from those from Um-
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bria, that lapis lazuli was ground finer 
in some studios than others, that reds 
made from vermilion contain mercury but 
reds made from iron do not, that ultra
marine is different from azurite or cobalt, 
and so on. 

Then technology plays its part. Con
sider, for example, the recent case of an 
unattributed portrait of a young man 
wearing a hat. Several curators thought 
that it might be 15th- or early 16th
century, possibly French. Bull was uncon
vinced. The brushwork seemed wrong. So 
did the age cracks, called "crackeleur." 
But he couldn't be sure. So he used X-rav 
fluorescence, bouncing electrons off th~ 
painting into a machine that reads out the 
elements present in the paint. There he 

David Bull with Rembrandt·s 1659 self-portrait. 

saw a telltale sign of cadmium. Since cad
mium yellow wasn't commercially avail
able until 1846, and cadmium red wasn't 
patented until 1892, Bull knew the paint
ing wasn't period-at least not the period 
the owner had hoped. "That's where sci
ence is immediately, wonderfully useful," 
he says. 

But Bull warns of the danger of too 
much technology in his field. "Any partic
ular method is very rarely able to stand 
on its own. It's the juxtaposition of one 
technique, one observation, with another. 
You click those clues together and you 
add them up," he says. "If you're going to 
work on a painting as a conservator, you 
must understand its structure. The way 
the painting was created affects its 
present appearance and leads you to an 
understanding of the best way to treat the 
illness in that painting. The knowledge of 
the anatomy is crucial if you're going to 
treat the patient." 

Which reminds Bull of an old joke in the 
profession. Question: "What's the differ
ence between a surgeon and a conserva
tor?" Answer: "A surgeon can bury his 
mistakes." 

BULL GOT AN IMPORTANT CLUE TO THE 
mysteries of "Cecilia" from the first paint
ing he ever restored. He was 12. A neigh
bor who was a furniture mover had had an 
accident that put a hole in the canvas sky 
of a client's seascape. He'd heard young 
David had an interest in art. Would the 
boy try to fix it? 

"So I got a piece of sticky tape or a 
Band-Aid or something, stuck it on the 
back of the canvas, and filled up the dam
age. My brush wandered slowly across 

the canvas, and in the end I re
painted the entire sky. It was 
easier than matching the back
ground." Bull pauses. "I still re
member that, whenever I come 
across paintings where you find 
a small area of damage, yet a 
large amount of repaint to cover 
it. One finds this again and again 
and again." 

It was exactly what Bull fig
ured happened to the Poles' 
prized Leonardo, which is 
painted on a black walnut sur
face and has a visible crack in 
the upper left-hand corner. But 
when and where? Bull's startling 
conclusion: The overpainting 
was done sometime after "Ce
cilia Gallerani" came to Poland, 
in 1800, not before, as the Poles 
had suspected. 

He began his investigation 
the week before the exhibition, 
studying an inscription crediting 
Leonardo, painted by an un
known hand in the upper left 

corner-the same area as the crack. The 
spelling, "Leonard D'awinci," pointed to a 
Pole, and the writing was similar to other 
inscriptions in the Czartoryski family' 
collection, so Bull concluded that the in
scription was done after Prince Czarto
ryski acquired the painting. Then he stud
ied the way the crack runs through the 
inscription: It splits the letters, he found, 
indicating that the break occurred after 
the inscription was painted. And the over
painting ran over the inscription. Bull is 
convinced that an inferior repairman try
ing to mend the crack couldn't match 
Leonardo's brushwork, and opted instead 
to repaint the entire background, as Bull 
did with the seascape 45 years ago. 

More discoveries lay ahead as Bull ex
amined the portrait and a David Hockney
like photomontage pieced together from 
dozens of small photos taken with infrared 
refiectography. Olle was that Leonardo 
used a drawing of "Cecilia" as th basis for 
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the portrait. In light reflected from the 
gesso, or white undercoat, Bull detected 
evidence of the artistic technique called 
"pouncing"-poking pinholes through a 
drawing, then dabbing it with charcoal 
over canvas to transfer an outline. Bull 
could even discern where Leonardo 
changed his mind after making his draw
ing, noting, for example, how the slope of 
"Cecilia's" shoulders differed from the 
underlying pounces. 

Bull hoped to take four lO-micron paint 
samples to further investigate the original 
background's composition. A call was 
placed to the minister of culture in War
saw, who respectfully declined to allow 
Bull to remove any part of "Cecilia," since 
Polish conservators might want to do that 
themselves. It was, it seemed, time to 
take the "Lady" home . "Cecilia" was 
slipped into a dovetailed wooden box, 
then placed inside a foam-padded carton 
designed to maintain a constant temper
ature and humidity and driven to the air
port for her long, and possibly last, jour
ney back to Poland. 

"PORTRAIT OF ALADY WITH AN ERMINE" 
is back at the Czartoryski Museum now, 
alone in her room behind a thick plate of 
glass. Ultimately, a decision must be 
made whether or not to remove the over
painting. For Bull, there is no question. "If 
she were at the National Gallery, I'd be 
working on her right now," he avows
but only after carefully noting that the 
painting is not at the National Gallery, 
and that what he'd like to do is of no con
sequence to "Cecilia's" guardians. 

In any case, it's unlikely she'll be seen 
in the West again anytime soon. 

"She will now be prohibited from trav
eling, I think," says the Czartoryski's 
Walek. "It's really painting number one in 
Poland, and visitors should come from all 
the world to Krakow." Asked whether the 
"Lady" will be restored, Walek allows that 
"the question must be asked," but makes 
it clear he is not currently in favor of re
moving the overpainting. 

But what would Leonardo da Vinci 
have wanted? 

"I don't think he'd be terribly interest
ed," says Bull. "The idea of looking back, 
as it were, wouldn't have intrigued him 
very much. He would have been intrigued 
by looking at infrared reflectography, I'm 
sure. But I would have thought his mind 
would wonder what he could use it for, 
rather than looking at his paintings." 

Bull stops, glances around the studio 
and ponders the thought. "Wouldn't 
Leonardo have loved to look at an X-ray, 
though?" he asks with a bemused grin. 
"He'd run riot in here, wouldn't he?" _ 

Daniel Glick is a correspondent in News
week's Washington bureau. 
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